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Decision No. __ 6_9_5_68 __ _ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC trrILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

MOREY VI. McDANIEL, ) 
) 

CClmplainant, ) 
) 

vs. 

PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.) 

Defendant. 

~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 7894 
(Amended) 

Norey W. McDaniel, complainant, in propria persona. 
PilISbury, Madison & Sutro and Arthur T. George, 

by Richard v7. Od~ers, for defendant. 
W. H. Gacke, for w. H. Gacke & Associates; Edward 

canapa¥;, for Facts Consolidated; Cliffora v • 
.!:&Y:Y., or Far West Surveys; ~9nstans:e V. ¢w, 
in-propria persona; Robert L_ Haslacher, in 
propria persona; Donala C. Burns, for 
California Association of LIfe Underwriters, 
intervenors. 

Ermet Maeario, for the Commission staff. 

OPINION ------ ..... -
This is a complaint by Morey W. McDaniel (hereinafter 

referred to as McDaniel) against The Pacific Telepbone and Telegraph 

Company (hereinafter referred to as PT&T). The complaint, in part, 

alleges that McDaniel is a PT&T subscriber with individual line 

service and has a regular listing in the white pages of the Palo 

:Uto Telepbone Directory; that since September 1961, when McDaniel's 

telephone was installed, countless telephone solicitors have called 

him offering for s~le such itecs as ~agazines, newspapers, encyclo

pedias, portraits and air purifiers; that he believes every year 

telephone solicitors call untold nucbers of PT&T's subscribers; that 

telephone solicitation irritates, annoys and disturbs him, wastes 

his time and intrudes upon his privacy; that MCDaniel believes 
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'telephone solicitation irritates) annoys and disturbs great numbers 

of PT&T's other subscribers) too; and that PT&T, although in a 

position to do so, has not adequately protected its subscribers' 

privacy from unwanted intrUSions by telephone solicitors, thus 

rendering its service to McDaniel and other subscribers inadequate. 

As part of his requested relief, McDaniel asks for an order that 

(1) "defendant at the next printing of the 2310 Alto Telephone 

Directory insert i~ediately before complainant's telephone number 

a small asterisk: 

'~cDaniel Morey W 391 Curtnr Av (PA) • •• *321-7728 

and insert in the front pages of the directory a statement which 

explains the asterisk and which should read: 

uNo uninvited solicitation for a commercial or charitable 
purpose to ant, telephone number preceded by an asterisk (*) 
is permitted. f 

and an order that (2) "defendont make available to all of its 

subscribers upon request the above-described service. 1I 

P!&T filed an answer and ~otion to dismiss the complaint. 

The motion to dismiss alleged that the co~plaint did not state facts, 

as required by Section 1702 of the Public Utilities Code which would 
, 

entitle McDaniel to any relief. PT&T's answer contained various 

admissions ~nd denials of statements in the complaint. The answer 

also contained two affirmative defenses: (1) PT&! will, at the 

option of any subscriber, and at no charge, exclude the subscriber's 

telephone number from any and all of its directories, that this is 

the only effective means by which subscribers can be protected from 

unwanted telephone solicitations, and that McDaniel has never 

requested that his name be deleted from PT&T's directory; .and (2) if ~. 
the relief sought by McDaniel is authorized, PT&T would incur 

substantial additional expense in the preparation of its telephone 
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directories without any benefit to its subscribers, and it would 

have no practicable tle~ns of enforcing observance of the notice 

purporting to prohibit uninvited solicitation. 

A duly noticed public hearing was held in the matter 

before Exa~ne~ Jarvis in San Francisco on August 11 and 12, 1964. 

The ~atter was submitted subject to the filing of briefs, which, 

after an extension of time, were filed by November 13, 1964. At 

the hearing, the Exaciner granted certain petitions for leave to 

intervene in tho p~oeeeding. The intervenors consist of various 

firms or persons engaged in market research and the California 

Association of Life Underwriters. All the intervenors oppose the 

granting of any relief to the complainant. 

McDaniel seeks to use this proceeding as a forum to 

espouse his views on privacy. He has strong views on what be 

considers constitutes ~n individual's right to privacy. Consonant 

with these views, he filed, in the United Scates District Court 

for the Northern District of California, an actton seeking to 

enjoin the Post Office Department from delivering third class mail 

to him. In the case of the telephone, McDaniel believes that lithe 

Bell System has made it possible for anyone to call anyone. 

And that was a t!ll.stake. Few people want calls £rotl just anyone. fI 

(Supp. Brief 9.) Frotl this belief, McDaniel argues that all 

unsolicited phone CQlls should be prohibited. He has attached to 

one of his briefs a "Proposed Telephone Privacy Act" which be con

tends should be enacted. He argues for the installation of 

automatic tracing equipeent so that the originating telephone nuQber 

of all incooing calls of all subscribers would be recorded. (Supp. 

Brief 21-22.) He contends that this would assist in enforcing any 

laws or regulations with respect to unwanted telephone calls. 
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It is clear from the foregoing that much of the relief 

11cDaniel seeks deals not with the relationship between PT&T and its 

customers, but with the use of the telephone and the content of 

messages between telephone users. Regulation dealing with the content 

of telephone messages and the use of telephones by members of the 

general public is o:dinarily a matter for the Legislature. ~., 

Penal Code §§ 384, 653j, 653m; 18 U.S.C. §§ 837 (d) , 1084.) ~~Daniel, 

in his briefs and at the hearing, devoted some time to discussing the 

• appropriateness and constitutLonolitt 0: his pro?osals. '!he::e nwy be . 
~cst10ns as to how far the Lcgislature can go in controlling the 

content of telephone calls (see, e.g., Public Utiliti~s Cymmission v. 
Pollak, 343 U.S. 451; Bea-rd v. Alexand'tia, 341 U.S. 622; ~1artin v. 

Strothers, 319 U.S. 141; NU1j'dock v. Pennsylv~n.ia, 319 U.S. lOS), bT.l1; 

it is not necessary for the Commission to comment on those q~estions 
1/ 

herein.-

11 We note, in passing, that certain conduct ~hich McDaniel f~ods 
distasteful seems to have the approval of Cong;ess or the 
Legislature. For example, McDanJ.el testified that: IiI find 
comme:cial surveyors far more distasteful than a telephone selle:. 
They ask y.0u many prying questions Which I feel are none of their 
business. of (R.T. 197.) Congress, however, has provided for the 
use of the telephone for conducting the Census. (13 U.S.C. . 
a 24(f).) McDaniel does not like commercial solicitation lists. 
The Legislatu.re has authorized the Department of Motor Vehicles 
to sell information which may be used for such list~. (Vehicle 
Code 2§ 1810, 1811.) 
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In considering the :eco:d, we Do:e that l1cDaniel, at the 

hcaring and in his briefs, referred to books, newspBper or magazine 

articles and statements of prominent figures. Experience i~dicatcs 

that statements in books (eveD best sellers), newspapers and magazines 

and by prominent figures are not always accurate. Yn1ere official 

notice is not involved, an offer of such material, over objectio~, 

where the author .is not available for examination by the otber 

parties, presents a question within the sound discretion of the 

hcaring officer and, ultimately, of the Commission (Fublic 'Ctilities . ./ 

Code Section 1701). The Examir.er did ~ot receive any of such proffered ~ 
~teria1 in evidence; we find no error or prejudice io his rulings 

in this respect. 

McDaniel contends that this Commission hac the jurisdiction 

to T.egulate the form and content of PT&T's telephone directories. ~e 

~groe. (C~liferoia Fire Proof SteT-age Co. v~ Brundige, 199 Cal. l8S.) 

The questio~ at issue is whether the record indicates the ~ced for 

exercise of such jurisdiction in connection with any of McDsnicl!s 

MCDaniel requests that the Co~ssion order P!&T to ?ri~t 

in its next published directories an asterisk in front of his rsme 

~nd the name of any other subscriber so requesting, and to further 

order th~t PT&T should insert in the front of such directories th~ 

following: 
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"vlARNING: SOLICItORS, SALESI:1EN, CANVASSERS, SURVEYORS 
FUND-RAISERS, AND OTHERS 

"No person for the purpose of making a cOl!lQCrcial or 
ch~ritable solicitation shall coll any posted nucber, which is 
~ny telephone number printed with on asterisk (*), without the 
permission of a person who occupies the premises where the 
telephone with the posted number is located. 

Ul.. person l!lakes a cO:tm:lercial solicitation when he: 

-offers to sell, 
-Tequ~sts an offer to buy, 
-requests an indication of interest in, 
-requests info~tion for proootion of, or 
-makes a statement designed to arouse interest in 

any product, commodity, property, asset, service, item, or benefit, 
with a view to the eventual sale or distribution thereof. 

"A person makes a charitable solicitation when he requests 
funds or contributions for a charitable purpose. 

"A person also Illakes a solicit3ti;on when he requests 
permission to make a solicitation." 2:.1 

McDaniel offered the testimony of three witnesses in 

support of the asterisk proposal: hicself, his wife and a fellow 

student. }~s. McDaniel testified that- she receives unwanted tele

I=b.:me solicitations "probably 'tWo or three times a week"; that she 

does not approve of telephone opinion surveys, including political 

surveys; that she would prohibit all unsolicited calls of a 

political, commercial or charitable nature; and that sbe would 

2/ At the hearing, McDaniel cbanged the requested explanatory 
notice. The complaint, itself, requests the following 
language: 

"No uninvited solicitation for a commercial 
or charitable purpose to any telephone number 
preceded by an asterislt (*) is permitted. It 
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regard an unsolicited call fron a store with ~hicb she had a charge 

account and transacted business as an unwanted call. Mrs. McDaniel 

estimated that each unwanted call took about five minutes of ber 

time, and she resents these calls. McDaniel testified in support of 

the cooplaint. As indicated, he believes that any uninvited call of 

a coccercial or charitable nature is a violation of his right of 

privacy. Richard H. Ha~grove also testified in behalf of McDaniel. 

He indicated that be and McDaniel were fellow law students~ but that 

he learned of the complaint froQ an independent source. Hargrove 

testified that he had been a law student for three years; that his 

study was on the second floor of his residence and the telephone on 

the first floor; that, at times, he '~ad to co~e downstairs from 

studies to answer that phone to.find somebody trying to get me to 

buy something, somebody that I did not ask to call me and somebody 

that I didn·t want to phone. II (R.T. 19.) Har~ove testified that he 

kept track of his calls during a thirteen-day period following 

July 29, 1964; that during this period he and his wife received four 

un~anted calls; and that he found "every unsolicitf~d pbone call of 

the charitable and survey and the will-you-buy-nature, selling of 

products, undesirable." (R.I. 24.) Hi1rgrove indicated that he 

supports MCDaniel's asterisk proposal. 

Unless the Legislature designates as a cri~nal offense 

the conduct of which McDaniel cocplains, even if McDaniel's proposal 

be accepted, a call made to a person with an asterisk before his 

na~e in the telephone directory would invoke no sanctions. McDaniel 

contends that even without crieinal sanctions the asterisk would 

have beneficial effect because (1) a call ~de in contravention of 

the asterisk would provide the foundation for a civil damage suit 
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and (2) there would be voluntary compliance with the no solicitation 

request symbolized by the asterisk. 

On the conten~ion that the asterisk should be established 

to provide the basis for s civil suit, McDaniel testified: 

"On the subject of reocdies, I must adoit that it's 
quite unlikely that I would bring any civil suits. If 
I were repeatedly har8ssed by the sace solicitor, I would 
probably, but it's not too likely that because of one phone 
call I would go down to the small claims court and file suit, 
speaking for ~ysel£, slthough I do believe there ~y be a 
soall nuober of people in the State who would do so. And 
they could ask for actu81 and punitive damages and it's 
possible that if the courts awarded a few sizable awards, 
which included punitive damages, that might serve as a 
real deterrent. 

flI could threnten a solici~or with a suit and if I 
and others threatened the threats ~ght have a certain 
deterrent effect. 

"I also have available a certain remedy of self-help 
that I could usc. 

"Suppose 'Che ••• Lnewspapef!, after I put an asterisk 
by my number, called, in effect ignored my asterisk, I 
could, I believe, two or three davs later take out a 
subscription to the ••• Lncwsp~pc:c/ and refuse to pay for 
it. They, of course, would send the bill and if they 
wished to take it to small cla1~s court, I, of course, 
could assert my counterclai~ of invasion of privacy_ 

liThe reason that I would not at: the time he called 
say, 'Yes, I will take an order,' and have this in mind 
is because of some problem of waiver and estoppel, but I 
think there are, in certain Situations, a recedy of self
help which I t!light have. fI (R.T. 203, 204.) 

* * * * 
"! pointed out that bringing civil suits would be 

difficult, and on ~ direct here I testified that it would 
only be necessary for a few people to file suit and 
recover substantial awards; that that ~ght have ~ 
substantial deterrent effect, as well as the possibility 
of the threat of a civil suit ~ght be a deterrent and also 
'Che possibility of the remedy of self-help, which I 
outlined. II (R.:r. 226.) 

" ••• I don't know that! 8r:l. competent, but I would 
volunteer thiS, but I think) in my opinion, it would be 
possible to collect actual d~ges obviously. How much, 
ten to twenty dollars. 
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"I envision the possibility, however, of punitive 
damages when a subscriber -- I mean a solicitor is clearly 
covered by the prohibition who calls anyway, I would 
im<lgine there are in this state 3 number of judges who 
have listed phone numbers and who, given an opportunity 

"Q. ~-1hat is the answer to the question? 

"A. $100 perhaps. 

"Q. A hundred dollars. 

Under wba~ authority would the punitive damages 
be awarded? 

tlA. I have no case au~hority, but instances of 
intentional tort violations I think punitive damages are 
awarded for tort actions. 

"Q. Now, assuming that there would be an award of 
perhaps $100 for an unwanted telephone call, against whom 
would you bring the action? 

"A. The person who made the call or the organization 
or any other employees, the organization with whoe he worked 
if they are joint tort-feasors or co-conspirators in a tort. 

"Q. Now, how would you ascertain who made the tele
phone call? 

"A. As I suggested, I don't know whether on direct or 
cross, at least -- it would be difficult, but at least so 
far as solicitors who are selling something and made 
themselves known, they sooner or later have to come around 
and announce --

'IQ. Then is it my understanding of your testimony 
that you couldn't really do ~nything based on the call; 
that you would have to engage in a series of conversations 
to finally entice the other person to physically make 
himself known to you? . 

"A. That is right. 

"Q. All right. 

Might this take a period of tfce? 

"A. Yes, I regret th3t it would take some time. It 
~ght not be so simple. 

"Q. All right. 

Now, aSSuming it did take a period of time, 
might you give us Some estimate as to what you tbiru( this 
period of time would be? 
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"A. Oh, I don't think it would be -- Suppose these 
were the circumstances: A solicitor called and you say, 
'Yes, I will buy,' without intending to and I -- even 
pcrh~ps the day or C7en the day after so~ebody will come 
to the door and identify hicself. 

Tbis has happened to ~. 

In about five minutes you would know who he was 
and with whom he was associated o There the person is 
before !:lC, phYSically appears, and I could identify him. 

flQ 9 ,"\nd then in order to enforce this civil right 
you would need to comoence a legal proceeding, is that 
not correct? 

"A. At this point -- I mean, that would be 'one way. 
Again) I wish to point out 

"Q. We are discussing the question of substantial 
awa::ds now. 

"A. Okay. Yes, it would then be necessary to file 
a suit. 

"Q. rt would be necessary to either go down to the 
local municipal court, if the person were filing a small 
claims action, or engage the services of an attorney, is 
this correct? 

"A. I had envisioned perhaps the small claims court 
could handle it to keep expenses down. 

"Q. Well) your proposal contet:lplates that the person 
who is offended by this has the facilities -- human desire 
of himself to go down and file the complaint in the small 
cl.'3itlS court? 

"A. Yes. 

"Q. And if the person ~.;rere not 3S sophisticated as 
you are and did not have any legal training, it ~sht pose 
a problem to that person to ascertain how to go about 
filing [). small claics action, might it not? 

"A. Well, correct :no if I am wror.g, I think the 
clerks arc rather helpful in helping them file complaints 
since the assumption is that people aren't lawyers and 
the small clai~s court is available for complainantsn 

"Q., Now, this would take a certain period of title, at 
least the time to go down and file the complaint, would 
it not? 

irA. Yes. 
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"Q. How tlany people do you think, in your opinion, 

waU10f If they r~c~lved an UnWaR[ea ehaa~ ~~ll tn ~if~ 
of the asterisk in the phone book~ would encourage the 
so~~c~~or to phys~ea~~y come GO he eou~d be perGOn~11y 
iQent1fied and thereafter either go to small claims 
court or hire ~n attorney to prosecute a civil action 
wh~ch would 8~vC thee an award, in your testimony, of 
approxi~ately $100. 

"A. May I explain that? I thinI~ the variable cir
cumstances suppose initially that an attorney started 
one of these suits and recovered $100. This was widely 
publicized. If the public was ~ware that they could 
collect $100 ~~ the possibility of collecting $100 for 
an uninvited phone cal1 1 this $100 really would be an 
incentive to go down and pay $2.50. 

I ~ean~ I suggest that if just a few people 
who do lQlOW try it and the word gets around 3S to bow 
you do it, the public will becoce aware of how they can 
do it. 

"Q. Do you think anybody that telephones should 
collect $100 if there is an asterisk in the phone book? 

"A. If there is an intentional and sort of flagrant 
violation. 

"Q. In order to establish -- in this sm:Jll claims 
action you would have to establish the intent? 

"A. I think to collect punitive da'Cages you would 
have to show sooething like malice. 

IIQ. Do you think the average telephone subscriber 
is equipped to present a case to establish malice in the 
s~ll claims court? 

irA. Well, all he would have to show I thinI< is the 
definition and then explain what this person said on the 
telephone. 

I don't know if he could do that or not. I 
assume he coulc. 

As lcilyrnan, of course~ any layman in st:l.'3ll 
claims court has SOQe trouble in explaining what his 
cose is, but I imagine the judges who sit in s~ll ClDics 
actions are soce assistance in aiding and asking appro
priate questions. If (R.T. 229-233.) 

It is clear frot:>. loIcDaniel's own testimony that (1 civil 

suit based on a call made in violation of an asterisk listing is not 

cil wor~ble solution to the situation of which McDaniel cocplains. 
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Furthercore~ as will hereinafter be discussed, many telephone soli

citors use lists other than telephone directories, and, since they 

would be under no obligation to ascertain the existence of an 

~sterisk listing, the problem of the proposed enforcement by civil 

suit would be compounded. 

The question of voluntary compliance is related to certain 

points raised by PT&I, -and they will be considered together. 

McDaniel testified that he believed solicitors would comply with the 

asterisk, and, that even 1£ only so:e did, this would be a benefit. 

Other witnesses testified that they believed voluntary compliance 

would not occur, and that, if there were some voluntary compliance ~ 
at first, it would disappear in a short time; that the lowest 

denominator would prevail; and that if some solicitors telepboned 

asterisk numbers, coopetition would motivate all solicitors to do 

so. PT&! contends that, regardless of the theory of voluntary 

compliance, if it were required to put asterisks in its directories 

the general public would look to PT&T to enforce the meaning of the 

symbol; that, Since PT&T could not enforce the asterisk, ill will 

would be creoted be~een PT&T and its eustomers; and that costs 

would be incurred which would have to be passed on to ratep.!lyers 

generally for an unworkable proposal. 

The Commission is of the opinion that if an asterisk 

proposal were adopted, some members of the general public would look 

to PT&T or a government agency to enforce it. We need go no further 

th~n the testimony of witness Hargrove to substantiate this conclu

sion. Hargrove> who appeared in behalf of complainant, testified: 

"Q. If you had placed an asterisk before your natlle 
and received that telepbone call~would you h~e orought 
suit against ••• lPaxt.e of CharitI,/? 
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"A. If there was Q regulation of the type that 
Mr. McDaniel has asked for in his complaint, I thinl< 
thut I very likely would be inclined to report the 
incident" 

"Q. To whom would you report it? 

"A. To whomever the proper .:luthority would be. I 
have no idea how the regulation is going to be drawn Up.fI 
(R.T. 27-28.) 

PT&I introduced evidence Which indicated that, assuming 

the arbitrary figure of a 25% request for asterisks, the cost of 

publishing revised directories with asterisks would amount to 

approxi~tely $4,200,000, as its initial cost, with an ~nnual recur

ring cost of approximately $227,000. In addition to these directory 

costs, PT&T would incur additional annual operating costs of appro xi

~ately $2,100,000. P~cific indicates that if the asterisk listing 

were ordered, it would be necessary for its information and inter

cept operators to convey this fact; that presently its California 

information operators handle approximately 400 million calls per 

ycar, or 1-1/4 ~llion calls per day; that presently its California 

intercept operators handle approximately 65 million calls per year, 

or 190,000 per day; that in order to give asterisk information in 

addition to the other information given, and answer questions about 

the meaning of the asterisk, additional equipment and operators 

would be needed; and th.:lt this would result in the annual operating 

costs indicated above. 

If an asterisk listing were ordered) even MCDaniel 

concedes that there ~70uld be many problems in establishing an 

acceptable general description of which calls are deemed 

unacceptable. For cxam?le, McDaniel does not object to calls of a 

political nature but his wife does. One meQber of a family ~ght 

object to calls froQ a store with which they trade while the other 
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members would not. Some people ~ght not object to public opinio~ 

su:veys while others would. PT&T contends that if MeD~niel is 

entitled to an asterisk for his particular dislikes, others would 

be entitled to symbols for theirs, and that tbe telephone book would 

have a myriad of stars, circles, ampers~nds and other symbols which 

would be confUSing and have no practical effect. 

n&T takes tbe position that two effective ways ~o dis

co~ragc unwanted telephone calls are presently available to McDaniel 

and other subscribers: (1) bang up on the unwanted caller, or 

(2)' procure an unlisted telephone number, whicb PT&T presently makes 
3/ 

available without extra charge.- PT&T argues that these are the 

only practical means wbich are available to cope with the problem, 

and that McDanielts proposal is costly and unworkable. 

Each of the interested parties gave testimony in OPPOSition 

to the complaint. Those engaged in market research testified, in 

general, that they were engaged in an activity useful to society; 

that market research was used by governoent, universities, l~bo: 

unions, etc., as well as for com.ercial purposes; that their 

activities were conducted in a polite and proper m~nner; tb~t if 

a person did not wish to answer survey q~estions, the surveyor would 

immediately tercinate the call; thet McDaniel's p~oposal would te~d 

to inhibit their activities; and that McDaniel's proposals are not 

in the public interest. There was testimony that many elderly and 

handicapped people earn their living fro~ market research and that 

1/ There is testimony in the record that) at tiees, a random digit 
dialing technique is used by solicitors or ~eople eng~ged in 
market research. A oomputer programs certain nucber combina
tions within an exchange without reference to a telephone 
directory. If this technique is used, an unlisted nUQber ~y 
~c called. Also, since no directory is used, an asterisk l~st
ing would have no effect. 
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~ the adoption of McDaniel's proposal would have an adverse economic 

effect on them. The record also indicates that the Ca1ifoxnia 

Department of Rehabilitation uses telephone campaigns to sell products 

manufactured by the blind or handicapped. 

A witness ~ho appeared in behalf of the California 

Association of Life Underwriters testified that the telephone is a 

valuable business aid to the life underwriters and that "The fact 

that in the past year Californians purchased more life insurance than 

__ the residents of any other state i~ the United States and now own a 

total of $72.5 billion in insurance, life insurance, leads ~s to a 

fairly obvious conclusion. It cannot be stated as a generalization 

that Californians regard a telephone call by a life insurance agent 

~s an unwarranted invasion of privacy. Too ~ny of our citizens are 

making appointments with agents over the telephone and purchasing 

insur3nce to support the complainant's thesis. People do not purchase 

insurance from those 'Who have grievously invaded their privacy." 

(R.T. 111.) He also testified ehat bills regarding telephone solici

tation had been introduced at the 1959 and 1963 sessions of the 

Legislature, and that neither of the bills had even been voted upon 

in committee. In one case the author did not call up the bill; in 

the other instance it was sent to inter~ committee at the :equest of 

the author. He too!~ the position that "There is no valid :eason 

whatsoever to require The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company to 

embark on an expensive and totally unenforceable illusion of 

solicitation control as advt::>cated by the complainant." (R.T ... 112-113.) 
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tt We assume that, on occasion, unsolicited telephone calls 

irk some subscribers. However, even if it be asoumed, for discus~ion 

only, that unsolicited telephone calls vex a substantial portion of 

the public, we do not believe that, in the absence of a prohibitory 

stat~tc, McDsDie1 1 s asterisk proposal will ameliorate the situ~tion. 

It might eve~ create more mischief. In the absence of statutory 

authority to enforce such a proposal, we believe the most efficacious 

way for members of the public to discourage unwanted telephone calls 

e is to hang up on the caller. 

McDaniel also requests an order which would require PT&T. to 

secure a subscriber's permission before his name could be listed in 

the Street Address Directory (reverse directory) which is published 

by PT&T. NcDaniel argues that the Street Address Directory is sold 

by PT&T to persons and firms who use it to ~ke unsolicited calls and 

that the subsc:ciber' s affirmative consent should be obtained before 

his n~me is included in it. In support of this position, McDaniel 

~rgues that a subscriber has a property right in his name ane ~hat 

PT&T may not use it without his consent. MCDaniel cites C~$es d~31i~g 

with copyright infringement in support of this point. He points to 

cases where a telephone company has obtained a judgment for cop}~ight 

i'Dfringement of its directory. He misreads these C.!1ses. One '(o]ho 

publishes and copyrights a dictionary or a ~p does not obtain a 

property right to the words or land depicted therein. A copyr~gnt 

protects the work procuct of its holder from being copied ~nd 

reproduced without his consent. It does not give the holder a 

property right in the subje~t matter of the material. 
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PT&T publishes a directory, by street addresses, of all 

its subscribers who have listed numbers. All subscribers having 

listed nucbers are automatically listed in the Street Address 

Directory, unless a subscriber specifically requests that his name 

be deleted froo it. The Street Address Directory is published, 

depending on the area involved, every three or six months. PT&T 

sells the directory to various users, including solieitors. The 

record discloses that the Street Address Directory is used by 

police departments for law enforcement purposes, by fire depart

ments to pinpoint fire locations, by school districts for 

determining boundaries to see whether students are properly 

registered, by county planners for determining property locations 

in conne~t10n with rights-of-way, and by assessors, tax collectors 

and other officials. 

The administrative director and controller of the 

United Bay Area Crusade testified that the United Crusade used the 

Street Address Directory in various ways: (1) addresses of preVious 

contributors are checked ag~inst the directory to determine if they 

have moved to conserve tice of volunteers who personally call upon 

these people; (2) the di~ectory is used to find names to recruit 

volunteers in geographic areas where such help is needed; (3) the 

directory is used to identify contributors where signatures are 

not legible but the address is legible. He testified that 

MCDaniel's proposal would diminisb the effectiveness of the Street 

Address Directory and~ therefore, would be detrimental to the 

operations of the United Crusade. 

The Sheriff of Alameda County testified in opposition to 

McDaniel's street address directory proposal. He also testified 

that he was directed by the executive committee of the California 
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Peace Officers Association u to .:lppear here and oppose any restric

tion on the street address directory and cny limitatior. that would 

tal<c ado.l.tional natles out of this directory." (R"T. 320.) The 

sheriff testified to the following uses of the Street Address 

Directory: 

"Hell, the va:iety of uses that it is put to by law 
enforcement that are both savings in time and money to 
law en~9~ce~nt and to the taxpayers in general. 

I'I h.gvc listed t:J few of the use s that law cn:Eorcer:ent 
put it to. 

"One is an .:lrca sC.:Jreh~ S~Y!J for ins~anee!J where there 
is a oissi!lg child in a ~es1dent1al area. Our cl~r1ct:Jl 
staff with the use of this directory can man phones 
.:::md notify a number of blocks tht:Jt the child is t:lissing. 
That wou~d require up to an hour or two or three hours 
for individual officers or groups of officers to perform 
the same functio~. This becomes vitolly essential in 3 
rural area where there are, soy, a large number of 
swimming pools that each individual be asked to check 
their o~n premise for a ~ssing child. 

" .. ~other function is checking out sl<etchy infoX':l3tion 
that m~y include phonetic names and possibly the na~e of 
the street only. This is particularly true in the 
checking out of huc~n failure of transposing addresses 
and may have an address that has been checked out, but 
the only a_ the easiest w~y to do tben is to look in the 
run down the whole street for the naIile or .:;1 si!Oilo'r n.amc 
to identify the individual you are checl<ing out. 

"And delive:ing mess.;lges frotl other a::oeas to Itec.bers 
of family concernir.g death or injury, ~his enables us even 
if the:e is not ~ phone at the immediate address to contcct 
a neighbor ~ho ean cooperate in clelivering the message. 
And this function here in California where we have had Q 
large influx of population, this type of request f:om other 
jurisdictions in other states has pu~ an additional burden 
on law enforcement and in, say, 95 per cent of the cases by 
use of the street address directory :hese matters can be 
handled and expedited to the satisfaction of everyone. 

"And checking the .;lpartment address where there are 
a large number of apartments, soliciting the cooperation 
of the manager in delivering messages or asce:taining if. 
the man -- where the individu~l ~ay be con~actec, his 
emplo~ent, to deliver a message. 

"~\nother one that is widely used by all law enforce
ment is ~nor traffic warrants. Frequ~ntly an individual 
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may have ~ parking ticket that he overlooks ~nd in the 
event a w~rr~nt is issuee it becomes law enforcement's 
p~oblem to serve th~t and experience has shown that if 
the man is listed in the reversible directory that 
probably he will respond to a phone call for posting the 
bail and take care of the m~tter instead of having sooeone 
ring his 'doorbell and, if necessary, take hio iuto custody. 

'~en for~er addresses of subjects are known, leads 
may develop with phone contact with fo~er neighbors. 
NOW, we all know that frequently information can be 
secured fro~ behind locked doors from persons who ~y 
be very upset, particularly elderly persons, by the 

. presence of ~ D~n in uniform making a request for 
inforc:l.'~tion • 

r~oere a witness, say, is unable to recall the name 
of the individual or may just recall the street or neigh
borhood, we frequently use the street address directory 
to refresh their memory, go over the street, the n~es on 
the street and use it for th~t purpose in ascertaining who 
they are actu~lly talking about. 

'~ere we have a report of suspicious circucstances 
the directory may be used to identify all persons living 
in the neighborhood and develop in£o~tion as to what is 
actually going on in the neighborhood 0= at a given 
address where subject may be living with friends and the 
address is only furnished. We use the reverse directory 
for that purpose. 

" ... \nd another vital function in patrol work, say, a 
car responds to a call ~: a given address or for any 
~ddress, goes off the air to make contact at the given 
address, the reversible is used to contact him that he is 
needed for additional emergency work or anything in 
connection with that case. You can readily understand that 
he may go off the air without any idea who lives in the 
house and whose name it is in and the reversible directory 
is used so that the manned cOCQunication center can reach 
out and contact him where otherwise he would be out of 
touch. 

liThe cross-street reference in this directory, every 
cross street is listed in addition to the nucerical. 
sequence. This enables you to check an intersection, say, 
in connection with an accident or an incident that occurred 
at the intersection to check the whole area without having 
to ring somebody's doorbell and do it in that fashion. 
It just expedites so many functions of law e'nforccment and 
this is why I feel that it is one of the best tools that 
we have and I also feel that any restriction or any 
removal of names from it would be a disservice to law 
enforcement~ particularly in this day and age when we are 
having our problcIOlS. II (R.T. 320-324.) . 
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The record discloses that, in addition to PT&I's street 

address directories, there are over 100 directories in California 

from which people obtain names or lists for solicit~tion. ~~e 

Department of Motor Vehicles sells similar information. (Vehicle 

Code 66 1810, 1311). PT&T will, upon request, delete the name of a 

subscriber from its Street Address Directory. At the hearing it 

appeared that McDaniel requested deletion of his name from the Street 

Address Directory and PT&T agreed to do so in the next publication 

~ and succeeding ones. McDaniel's pe:sonal complaint has been satisfied 

on this count. As to the public generally, in view of the existence 

of many similar sources of information a~d the beneficial uses of the 

Street Address Directory, we do not find PT&T's practices in the 

publishing of the Street Address Directory to be unreasonableG 

Anyone who shares I1cDaniel's view on this subjec~ may easily have his 

name deleted by making appropriate arrangements with PT&!. 

At the hearing, McDaniel requested an order directing PT&T 

to accept for publication in its directories lines of information 

indicating that the subscriber did not wish to receive unsolicited 

telephone calls. PT&T's tariff presently provides for the sale tc 

subscribers of a line of printing, up to 32 characters, in the 

white pages of a directory at' a charge of 35 cent~ per month or 

$4.20 per year_ PT&T has refused to accept lines of information 

such as proposed by McDaniel and opposes his request. PT&! contends 

that it only accepts lines of informatio~ which aid in the proper 

routing and completing of telephone calls; that the proposed line 

of information is not in this category; that if McDaniel were 

permitted to have his requested line of information~ others 
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would be entitled to whatever language they preferred; and that such 

listings could add unnecessary bulk to directories requiring 

publication of additional directories, which would be an incon

venience to directory users. 

After McD~niel ~de his request dc~ling with lines of 

info~tion, he testified that: 

"Frankly I don't wish to do it, and the reason'I 
don't wish to do it is that I think such lines are 
churlieh and antisocial and frankly I wouldn't buy one. 

"I would tluch prefer to have an asterisk or some 
other symbol which I think would be much ~ore polite 
and accooplish the S8ce purpose. 

If Another thing is t~at people interested in buying 
a line of information, it wo~ld cost $4.20 for each line 
and for a short sing~e line of information like 'No 
telephone soliciting that would be $4.20 a year ~nd, of 
course, over a period of years that would become quite 
a sizable figure. 

"If I wanted a more detailed-specified line of 
information carved out like 'No telephone soliciting 
for co~~rcial or charitable purposes', I ~gbt have 
two or three, four lines of iriforma:ion at $4.20 each. 
Very rapidly you could be paying three ti~s that or 
$12.60 a month -- I me~n a year. 

"This is to me, anyway, a prohibitive cost to 
accomplish the objective." (R.I. 189, 190.) 

However, after the hearing, McDaniel in a letter supplement to his 

briefs asks for a ruling on his request. 

Schedule Cal. P.U.C. No. 17 I, 9th Revised Sheet 5, of 

PT&I's tariff, in part provides: 

lIListings in the o;llphabetical (white) section of 
the directory are intended solely for the 
purpose of identifying subscribers' telepbone 
nucbers as an aid to ~he use of telephone 
service. " 

McDaniel's own testi~ony indicates some of the reasons the proposal 

is not practical. Furthercore, for the reasons discussed fully 

in connection with MCDaniel's as~erisk proposal, tbe Commission is 
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of the opinion tbat publication of the requested lines of 

information would not ameliorate the alleged problem for which 

they were designed. In the circumstances, we do not find PT&T's 

refusal to accept such lines of information, in the li8h~ of its 

tariff, to ba unreason~ble. 

MCD~el, in bis complaint, asks this Commission to 

order PT&T to pay him "reasonable compensation for his time and 

expenses in p:oesenting this claim for relief." Even if 

McDaniel were entitled to any relief in this proceeding, thiz 

Commission has no jurisdiction to make such an order (Public 

Utilities Code a2106). 

PT&T, in a fco~note in its brief, implies that the 

proceeding should be dismissed as moot. The footnote alleges 

that McDanielrs telc?hone service was disconuected at his 

request in August of 1964 and that the forwarding address 

McD~n1el save to PT&T is outside of Ca~i£orn£a. We GO not think 

~hc que-stion of ttootncss should be raised in this menner, withO'.lt 

affording McDaniel notice and an opportunity to respond. We 

refrain f~om passing on this question. 

PT&T's motion to dis~ss the complaint will be denied. 

McDaniel's motion for the Commission to ins~itutc its o~~ 

investigation will also be denied, at this ti~, but the 

Commission will continua its informal s~udy of the proble~s 

involved. It is clQimed that equipment exists which makes 
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~ecorded solicitation cDlls auto~tic~lly, which will call 

b~ck if ~he telephone is busy or the number called does not 

~nswer, and which c~n even be programmed to call back if the 

person called hangs up before the message is completed. 

Although the record does not suggest th~t PT&T offers such 

equ1pm~nt, it is reported to be available elsewhere. The 

Commission is concerned that, through such devices, there may 

occur such an intenSification of telephone solicitation 

pr~ctiees that corrective cction by the Commission or the 

Legislature would be w~rr~nted. In that event, a formal 

investigation might be instituted. 

No other points require discussion Q The Commission 

makes the following :indings and co~clusions, in cdd1tion to 

those already made herein. 

Findin~s of Fact 

1. MeDOlnicl desires noe to receive lJ.!:'.y u~,solici~ed 

telephone calls of a commercial or eharitable naturc_ 

2. McDaniel requests that this Commission order PT&T ~o 

plnce in PT&T's telephone directory, before his number, and 

b~fore the numbers of all other telephone subscr~bers who so 

request, on Qsterisk; and that PT&T place in the front of 

each telephone directory 0 detailed explanation indicating 

that the cste:isk means tha~ unsolicited co~c~ci31 or 

cha:itcble calls to the person before whose number the aste:i~k 

appears are prohibited. 
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3. PT&T refuses to ~dopt McDaniel's asterisk proposBl. 

4. If McDaniel's asterisk proposal were coopted, PI&I 

would incur substantial initial and continuing annual oper~ting 

costs to put it into use. 

S. In the absence of supporting prohibitory legislation, 

t~erc would be no reasonable, workable way to enforce the 

asterisk proposal. 

6. If PI&I were ordered to put the asterisk proposal 

into use, many subscribers would expect PT&T to enforce the 

terms of the proposal, and PT&T ~ould have no 3uthori~y to do 

this. 

7. If PI&T were ordered to put the asterisk proposal 

into use, a substantial amount of ill will ~ould be generated 

between PT&T and its subscribers, and PT&T would incur substantial 

initial and continuing operating costs ~hich would be passed on 

to all telephone subscribers. 

8. PT&T publishes street address directories. It 

includes in said d~rectories the names, addresses and ~elephor.e 

numbers of all subscribers who have listed telephone numbers. 

PT&T will delete the name of a subscriber from the Street 

Address Directory upon the request of the subscriber. 

9. Subsequent to the filing of the complaint, McDonic 1 

requested that his name be deleted from the ~pplic~blc PT&T 

Street Address Directory and PT&T bas indicated that the 

requested deletion will be ~de. 
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10. PT&T's procedure in listing and dele~ing names in and :rom 

its street address directories is not unreasonable. 

11. Schedule Cal. P.U.C. No. 17 1, 9th Revised Sheet 5 0: 

~T&T's ta~if£ prOV~des 1n part that: 
'~~s~ings in ~he alphabetical (white) section of 
the directory are intended solely for the purpose 
of ~dene~£y~ng subser~bers' te~ephone numbers as 
at'. aid to the use of telephone setvice." 

In accordance with said tariff prov!s1on, PT&T has indicated ebat 

it ~ill refuse to accept from any subscriber) including McDaniel, 

lines of information which seek to prohibit certain types of telephone 

call:.. 

12. PT&'I's practice in refc.sing to accept said l'ines of 

information is not unreasonable~ 

Conclusions of Law 

1.. The public interest does not require tbe ::looption 

of McDanielfs asterisk proposal. 

2. PT&T's proced~~ in listing and deleting n~es in and from 

its street address directories is not unreasonable and the public 

interest does net re~ui~e an orde= directing ?T&! to change its 

procedure. 

3. PI&T's pr3ctice of refUSing to accept, £0= the white pages 

of its regular telephone directories, lines of iufo=mation which 

would seek to prohibit certain types of telepho~e calls is ~ot 

un.re:lsonable, and the public interest does t,I.ot require an order 

directing PT&T to change its practice. 
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4. McDDniel is entitled to no relief in this proceeding. 

IT IS ORDERED that complainant, Morey \11. McDaniel, is 

entitled to no relief in this proceeding and the eompl~int is 

denied. !bo Pacific Telepbone and Telegraph Company's motion to 

dismiss is Qo~1ed. Compla1nont's motion that the Commission 

institute its own investigation of this problem 1s denied. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty days 

.:tfter the elate bereof. d 
Dated .:Jt ~r~, 

It.!§' day of Jt;d~ , 1965. 
, I 

California, this 
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COMMISSIONER PETER E, MITCHELL - CONCO'RRING OPINION: 

I concur in the fincUnss and ordor. 

Telephone communications in California today aro furnished 

swiftly and efficiently by 43 utilities serving over 10,000,000 

stations, Facilities have been expanded and improved constantly 

evon though the growth in tolophones annually bas exceeded the 

increase in State population _ Specialized communications equipment 

has been and is being developed by the telephone industry to meet 

the needs of i t5 subscribers, Mindful of such advancos in tech-

nology. inspection of the reeore. in this proceeding r~eommends to 

me emphasis on a problem of personal relationship betwGen telephone 

users, 

Case No. 7894 contains an issue not treated by the majori~ 

opinion but certainly of not~rthy import. The complainant, Morey 

W. McDaniel, has incidantally brought to our attention the insuf-

ficiency of automatic equipment which will determine the calling 

telephone numbers of unsolicited calls. The pu~ort, however, is 

of wider scope and greater ~plication than McDaniel's limitation 

to unsolicited calls. It extends to all calls which are unwelcome 

to the recipiont. 

Law-enforcement agenCies ~e telephone companies recoive 

complaints daily from subscribers who have been harassed, frightened, 

intimidated, and otherwise insulted by talephone calls. Within the 
.~ 

past few weeks, nation....-ide publicity has been given a war widow in 
" 

the Middle West and a prominent entertainer in the Bay Area, both of 

whom were besieged by unseemly telephone ~essages. There is no 

present ability to trace immediately these disturbing calls to the 

orisinating number. This is my concern! 
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Tho California Legislature declared in 1963 by statuto 

(Section 6Sm, Subsections a and b, added S'rATS 1963, CSOl P 1832#1) 

declared that ovo~ person who uses throatening or obscono language 

over the telephone, or who annoys another person on the telephone, 

without disclosing his identity, is quilty of a misdemeanor. We 

aro cognizant that such calls do occur~ we now have laws to punish 

the offenders: what we need are the means to seek out these 

transgressors. 

No one experienced in the field of communications will dis

COW'lt the technical obstacles that must be overcome in locating and. 

identifying the author of ~ indecorous telephone call. The isola

tion of a calling exchange is itself complex without the supplemen

tary burden of designating a specific number within the exchange. 

Nonetheless, it is not an impossible task. There are procedures 

currently utilized which, given sufficient time for employment,. will 

dotermine the calling number on step-by-step equipment. It is my 

understanding that this process is not adaptable on the cross-bar 

equipment which Pacific primarily operates. True, when Pacific 

converts completely to electronic switching equipment in the year 

2000, it may be possible then to automatically establish the calling 

telephone number. However, a few of us may not be on hand for the 

occasion. 

Therefore, I requost The Pacific Telephone ~~d Telegr~h 

Company, not later than "Ghirty d~s after the effective date of 

this order, to supply the following information to ~le Secretary 

of the Commission: 
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1. Present ability of Pacific and the Bell system 

to id0ntify calling tolephone numbers: 

2. Status of plans of Pacifie and the Bell system 

for the introduction of automatie equipment 

whieh will record the location of originating 

telephone calls; 

3. Finaneial or teehnieal aspeets bearing on the 

attainment of such a project: 

4. Feasibili ty of a progrmn to automatically 

select the originating telephone numbers of 

threatening or disturbing calls to a telephone 

subscriber. 
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